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DELL CARRYING CASES

THOUGHTFULLY
DESIGNED
Keep your laptops and devices protected, wherever you are.
These stylish and comfortable cases are designed with sustainability and functionality in mind1—so you
can travel with peace of mind.

Functional designs with
multiple pockets, dedicated
laptop protection, and
durable materials

Backpacks offer a
hands-free carry for
all of your essentials
while on the go

Protect your laptop
and devices on the go

Briefcases
are lightweight
and comfortable
to carry in three
flexible ways— hand
carry, over the shoulder, and crossbody
Designed with the
environment in mind,
our EcoLoop series
are manufactured with
select materials and/or
processes that help reduce
environmental impact1

1 Sustainable practices and functionality vary by different products and models.
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Sleeves are slim and
lightweight and protect
laptops from scuffs,
scratches, and dust

Comfortable to carry
with padded, adjustable
shoulder straps and
handles, breathable back
padding, and side straps

DELL CARRYING CASES

DESIGNED WITH THE
ENVIRONMENT IN MIND
How Dell Carrying Cases make a difference
The Dell EcoLoop™ label identifies products that are manufactured with select materials and/or
processes that help reduce our environmental impact.
Our EcoLoop™ series carrying cases come with at least one of the following 5 practices.1

Ocean-bound Plastics
By incorporating ocean-bound plastics into select products,
we’ve diverted 132 metric tons of ocean-bound plastic2 from
ocean coastlines and major waterways. That’s equivalent
to 14 million plastic water bottles.2

Responsible Dyeing Process
Through our responsible dyeing process, fabrics are woven
from solution-dyed yarns, incorporating color directly into
the fibers prior to weaving. This process can generate up to
90% less wastewater, up to 62% less CO2 emissions, and
use up to 29% less energy than traditional dyeing processes.3

Recycled Weatherproofing
Fabric-coating is made from recycled PVB film4 recovered from
used car windshields, which helps keep materials out of landfills.

Recycled Polyethylene Terephthalate (rPET)
Selected products are constructed partially from post-consumer
recycled PET (rPET). By using recycled materials, we’ve diverted 12
metric tons of recycled plastic, equivalent to 1 million plastic bottles.2

Recycled Content Packaging
Our hang tags, hang loops, and plastic bags are constructed
using 100% recycled content.

3

1 Sustainable practices vary by product model; please refer to the product pages on Dell.com.
2 Based on internal analysis, Jan. 2022. Plastic bottle estimate assumes a 500ml plastic water bottle.
3 Based on internal analysis of published data on solution-dyed virgin polyester, January 2022
4 Based on Internal Analysis of published data on recycled PVB film recovered from used car windshields, March 2022.
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DESIGNED WITH
THE ENVIRONMENT
IN MIND

*

Only applicable to the
exterior main fabric on
Dell Pro series

*

Ocean-bound Plastic
Each year, an estimated 11 million metric tons of plastic waste enter the Earth’s Oceans.1 To help remedy
the ocean plastic crisis, Dell Pro series exterior main fabric is made with 100% Ocean bound-plastic
certified™ by OceanCycle.2
1 Source : https://oceancycle.co
2 OceanCycle Certified™ purchased yarn. Ocean-bound plastic is waste collected within 50 kilometers (30 miles) of an ocean coastline or major waterway.

Material Collection:
Fits within OceanCycle’s standards
of proximity to the coastline in an
area of mismanaged waste.

Source: https://oceancycle.co/ocean-bound-plastic-certification/
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Documentation:
Compliance with OceanCycle’s
end-to-end traceability,
documented from bottle collection
through to manufacturing.

DELL CARRYING CASES

FORM MEETS FUNCTION
Built to follow you wherever you go
Designed for style and comfort, Dell carrying cases easily complement any lifestyle with features1 that
keep you on the go while protecting your devices.

Convenient charging
pass-through makes
it easy to charge when
you’re on the go

EVA foam cushioning built
around your laptop will keep
your devices protected

Luggage handle
pass-through to
make travel easier

Reflective accents
provide increased
visibility during
low-light conditions

Built with waterresistant materials that
withstand the demands of
everyday commuting

Choose the right Dell Carrying Case for you
Whether you’re looking for something premium, affordable, eco-conscious, or fashion-forward—we’ve got you
covered. Choose from a variety of backpacks, briefcases, and sleeves designed for you and your needs.

1 All images for illustration purpose only. Features availability varies with different carry cases
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DELL CARRYING CASES

DELL PREMIER SERIES

– BACKPACK AND BRIEFCASE
The ultimate travel companion
Stay connected no matter where you are. These TSA checkpoint-friendly carriers let you breeze through security without removing your laptop.
Convenient in-bag charging and padded compartments
make the Dell Premier series the ideal choice for easy travel.

Dell Premier Briefcase 15 | PE1520C

Dell Premier Backpack 15 | PE1520P

• Made with responsible dyeing process and
recycled weatherproofing

Dell Premier Slim Backpack 151 | PE1520PS

• Padded main compartment
• Front organizer compartment with zippered pocket

• TSA checkpoint-friendly design unzips to lay flat for
screening (Premier Backpack and Briefcase only)
• Dedicated laptop compartment with EVA foam
protection and tablet sleeve

• Zippered leather front pocket
• Discreet valuables top pocket
• Attach to rolling luggage for easy travel

• Premium 1680D Ballistic Polyester with black
leather accents
1 Not checkpoint-friendly
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• Convenient in-bag charging when on the go

DELL CARRYING CASES

DELL PREMIER SERIES

– SLEEVES

Where style meets function
Combining premium aesthetics and a functional design,
the Dell EcoLoop Leather Sleeve offers stylish protection
for your Latitude 9000 series laptop.

Dell EcoLoop Leather Sleeve 14 | PE1422VL
• 50% recycled content (Exterior: 50% recycled leather
fibers1; Interior: 50% post-consumer recycled polyester 1)
• Lightweight, sleek design with a laser-cut pattern
• Secure and snug fit with zippered closure
• Water-resistant exterior
• Dedicated pen holder within sleeve

Dell EcoLoop Leather Sleeve 15 | PE1522VL

1 Based on internal analysis of published data on solution-dyed virgin polyester, January 2022
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DELL CARRYING CASES

DELL PRO SERIES

– BACKPACK AND BRIEFCASE
Impact-resistant protection for your laptop designed
with the environment in mind

*

Only applicable to the
exterior main fabric on
Dell Pro series

*

Store your laptop, accessories, documents, and more in the Dell EcoLoop Pro
Briefcase or Backpack. The 360-degree foam cushioning built around the laptop vault
will keep your computing devices protected in case of impact. Designed with durable,
weather-resistant materials, you can rest assured it will stand up to the demands of
everyday commuting.

• OceanCycle Certified™ ocean-bound
plastic, the exterior is made with 100%
ocean-bound plastic1
• Made with responsible dyeing process
and recycled weatherproofing
• Packaging is made with 100% recycled
content in the hang tag, hang loop,
and plastic bag

Dell EcoLoop Pro Briefcase | CC5623

• Dedicated laptop compartment with
360-degree foam protection (EVA foam
at the bottom and mesh bumper at the
top) and tablet sleeve
• Purpose-built organizers for keyboard,
mouse, headset, and other tech accessories
• Spacious main compartment
• Anti-scratch Nylex lining for laptop
• Weather-resistant, premium 840D Ballistic body fabric
• Attach to rolling luggage for easy travel
• Reflective accents for increased visibility during
low-light hours

1 OceanCycle Certified™ purchased yarn. Ocean-bound plastic is waste collected within
50 kilometers (30 miles) of an ocean coastline or major waterway.
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Dell EcoLoop Pro Backpack | CP5723

DELL CARRYING CASES

DELL PRO SERIES

– SLEEVES

*

Impact-resistant protection for your laptop
designed with the environment in mind

Only applicable to the
exterior main fabric on
Dell Pro series

*

Our EcoLoop Pro Sleeves are light and easy to
carry on their own or slip easily inside your favorite
bag when you’re on the move.
• OceanCycle Certified™ fabric, the exterior
is made with 100% ocean-bound plastic1
• Made with responsible dyeing process and
recycled weatherproofing

Dell EcoLoop Pro Sleeve 15–16 | CV5623

• Packaging is made with 100% recycled content
in the hang tag, hang loop, and plastic bag
• Front zippered pocket with organizers to store
charger, mouse, and pens
• Attach to rolling luggage for easy travel
• Padded handles and detachable shoulder straps
• Anti-scratch Nylex lining protects against spills,
bumps, and scratches
• Weather-resistant, premium 840D Ballistic body fabric

Dell EcoLoop Pro Sleeve 11–14 | CV5423

1 OceanCycle Certified™ purchased yarn. Ocean-bound plastic is waste collected within 50 kilometers (30 miles) of an ocean coastline or major waterway.
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DELL CARRYING CASES

DELL PRO SLIM
SERIES
Your dependable everyday companion
Keep your laptop, tablet, and other essentials securely protected within the eco-conscious Dell Pro Slim
Briefcase or Backpack, a slim-fit bag designed for work and beyond.

Dell Pro Slim Briefcase 15 | PO1520CS
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Dell Pro Slim Backpack 15 | PO1520PS

• Made with responsible dyeing process and
recycled weatherproofing

• Reflective accents for increased visibility during
low-light conditions

• Lightweight with spacious compartment

Briefcase only features

• Padded laptop and tablet sleeve

• Attach your briefcase to rolling luggage for easy travel

• Internal organizer pockets

• Convenient in-bag charging when on the go

DELL CARRYING CASES

DELL ESSENTIAL
SERIES
Stay safe on the go
Store your most valuable items in the Dell Essential Backpack, Briefcase, or Sleeve. Secure bags that
are designed with reflective elements to keep you visible in low-light while staying lightweight and
comfortable enough to keep you hands-free on the go.

• Lightweight
• Zippered front pocket
• Padded laptop sleeve and large
main compartment (Backpack)
• Reflective graphic print
• Water-resistant outer material
• Trolley strap for easy attachment
to rolling luggage (Briefcase)

Dell Essential Briefcase 15 | ES1520C
Dell Essential Backpack 15 | ES1520P

• Lightweight design
• Durable, water-resistant, form-fitting
neoprene sleeve
• Soft, Nylex inner lining help protect
your device against scratches
• Double-zipper design allows durable
zippers to glide smoothly and allows
convenient access to your laptop
• Wide sleeve opening
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Dell Essential Sleeve 13 |
ES1320V

Dell Essential Sleeve 15 |
ES1520V

DELL CARRYING CASES

DELL ECOLOOP
URBAN BACKPACK
Designed for organization and
comfort to suit any lifestyle
A backpack as stylish and adventurous as you, the Dell
EcoLoop Urban Backpack is built with the environment in
mind and delivers an elevated look perfect for any office,
gym, or weekend getaway. Choose from blue or gray to
best suit your style.
Dell EcoLoop Urban Backpack – CP4523B
(Blue)
• Exterior fabric is made
with 100% recycled plastic,
approximately seven
recycled plastic bottles1
• Packaging made with
100% recycled content in
the hang tag, hang loop,
and plastic bag
• Padded dedicated
laptop sleeve
• Spacious main compartment

1 Plastic bottle estimate assumes a 500ml plastic water bottle
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• Front organizer panel
for accessories
• Vertical zippered front
pocket for essentials
• Two mesh side pockets
• Reflective accents for
increased visibility during
low-light hours
• Weather-resistant, 420D
Ballistic body fabric

Dell EcoLoop Urban Backpack | CP4523G
(Gray)

DELL CARRYING CASES

DELL GAMING BACKPACK
Work hard, play harder
Weather-resistant, easy to carry, and practical, Dell Gaming Backpacks are designed for the stylish
gamer. Look trendy while carrying all your gaming equipment comfortably with a vibrant rainbow hue
reflective panel laptop bag.

• Designed for Dell G Series
laptops; Up to 17"
• Multichromatic reflective
accents for safety in low-light
conditions
• Dedicated laptop sleeve and
multiple accessory pockets
keep hardware protected
and organized

• Airflow channel design and
breathable air mesh back
padding keeps back ventilated
• Adjustable, padded straps
with air mesh and a chest strap
with quick-release buckle
• Attach to rolling luggage for
easy travel

• Deployable rain cover protects
contents from adverse
weather conditions

Gaming Backpack 17 | GM1720PM
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DELL CARRYING CASES

DELL COMMERCIAL
GRADE CASE
Eco-conscious rugged protection that follows you anywhere
Wherever your projects take you, keep your Dell Latitude 7320 Detachable protected and secure with
the lightweight and rugged Commercial Grade Case.

• Fits Latitude 7320 Detachable
• Made of 24% recycled content1
• Form-fitting, shock-absorbing TPU bumper
for all-around protection
• Wedge-shaped and T-bar lock slots
• Facilitates hands-free viewing
• Hand strap and detachable shoulder strap
• Compatible with Latitude 7320 Detachable
travel keyboard
• Built-in active pen holder

Dell Commercial Grade Case for Latitude 7320
Detachable | RG1322C

1 Chassis is made with 30% recycled polycarbonate by weight. Shoulder strap is made with 25% recycled polyester by weight
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OVERVIEW
EcoLoop Briefcases and Backpacks

Premier Series

MODEL

PE1520PS

Pro Slim Series

Urban Series

CC5623, CP5723

PO1520CS, PO1520PS

CP4523B, CP4523G

DESIGNED FOR

Dell Latitude 9000 and 7000 series,
XPS and Precison

Dell Latitude 5000
series and Precison

Dell Latitude 3000
series

Dell Vostro and Inspiron

COMPATIBILITY

Fits most Dell Laptops up to 15.6"

Fits most Dell Laptops
up to 16" (CC5623) &
up to 17" (CC5723)

Fits most Dell
Laptops up to 15.6"

Fits most Dell
Laptops up to 15"

ECO-MATERIAL

EcoLoopTM

EcoLoopTM

EcoLoopTM

CHARGING PASS THROUGH

LUGGAGE HANDLE
PASS-THROUGH

EVA FOAM PROTECTION

GENUINE LEATHER

TSA COMPLIANT

REFLECTIVE ACCENTS

* Only available for PO1520CS
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PE1520P, PE1520C

Pro Series

*

*

DELL CARRYING CASES

ORDERING INFORMATION
P R O D U CT N A M E

P R O D U CT N U M B E R

Dell Premier Series
Dell Premier Backpack 15

PE1520P

Dell Premier Briefcase 15

PE1520C

Dell Premier Slim Backpack 15

PE1520PS

Dell EcoLoop Leather Sleeve 14

PE1422VL

Dell EcoLoop Leather Sleeve 15

PE1522VL

Dell Ecoloop Pro Backpack

CP5723

Dell Ecoloop Pro Briefcase

CC5623

Dell EcoLoop Pro Sleeve 11-14

CV5423

Dell EcoLoop Pro Sleeve 15-16

CV5623

Dell Pro Slim Backpack 15

PO1520PS

Dell Pro Slim Briefcase 15

PO1520CS

Dell Essential Backpack 15

ES1520P

Dell Essential Briefcase 15

ES1520C

Dell Essential Sleeve 13

ES1320V

Dell Essential Sleeve 15

ES1520V

Dell EcoLoop Urban Backpack (Blue)

CP4523B

Dell EcoLoop Urban Backpack (Gray)

CP4523G

Dell Gaming Backpack 17

GM1720PM

Dell Commercial Grade Case for Latitude 7320 Detachable

RG1322C

Dell Pro Series

Dell Pro Slim Series

Dell Essential Series

Dell Specialty Series

Technical specifications subject to change without prior notice. Product availability varies by country. Please contact your Dell representative for more information.

Copyright © 2022 Dell Inc. or its subsidiaries. All Rights Reserved. Dell Technologies, Dell, EMC, Dell EMC and other trademarks are trademarks of Dell Inc. or its subsidiaries. Other trademarks
may be trademarks of their respective owners.
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